https://flipgrid.com/chorusbingo

Got BINGO?
Let me know!
Post a Flipgrid video
explaining what squares
you completed.

Dickerson Chorus
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Listen to the following songs and
see if you can figure out their time
signature. Feel the beat, then feel if
it’s in groups of 3 (3/4) or 4 (4/4).
Carry On My Wayward Son:___
Africa:____
What I Like About You:____
Any Way You Want It:____

Sing a loop song! FaceTime a
chorus buddy or two and each
sing a different part of a loop
song. Or teach your family!
BONUS-record it and upload to
Flipgrid!

Look up a recording of any
non-pop song we’ve sung in
chorus and watch it

Listen to your favorite
Pentatonix song OR find a new
one!

What is the Circle of Fifths?
Find and watch any Youtube
intro video, and be able to
explain it in your own words.

Jam out to your fav song with your
BFF on FaceTime

FREE SPACE:

Sing a full scale ascending and
descending (circle which-cannot
repeat)

Sing a nursery rhyme

Drink at least 7 full glasses of water
in one day (gotta hydrate those
vocal folds!)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Teach a family member a chorus
warm-up, exercise, or song
Song:__________________
Create a new physical warm-up. It
can be new movements added to an
existing singing warm-up, or it can
be movements to any other song or
no song at all! It just needs to be
able to be replicated in class!
Upload your physical warm-up to
Flipgrid.

Song:___________________
On paper, compose and then
perform (counting & hand
flips) a 4-measure rhythm
example using various notes
and rests. You pick the time
signature.
It’s Christmas! Sing your
favorite holiday/winter song.
April Fool’s ☺ (still sing the
song though!)

Song:________________
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Do yoga, meditation, or stretching
for at least 15 minutes (or longer
and with a friend!) These are all
great practices for singers to
engage the whole mind and body,
loosen the body, and free any
tension.

Take a “rest”
MAJ. MIN. CHROM.
Look up a new round or canon,
learn it, and sing with a friend
or family member. BONUSrecord it and upload to
Flipgrid!

On paper, compose and then
perform (counting & hand flips) a
4-measure rhythm example using
only notes, no rests. You pick the
time signature.

O
Teach someone the solfege
hand signs
“student”:_____________

Do something new today. Play
a new game. Start a new
hobby. Begin a new book.
Walk a different trail.
Find a new (sung or spoken)
tongue twister that could be
used as a chorus warm-up and
post a demonstration video on
Flipgrid.

Sing an excerpt of a song that
expresses how you are feeling
today.
Song:___________________

Facetime a chorus friend you
haven’t talked to this week
and check up on him or her!

Sing a full scale ascending and
descending (circle whichcannot repeat)

I Facetimed: ___________

MAJ. MIN. CHROM.

Watch a musical or opera (TV,
Netflix, metopera.org, etc have
tons of options!), then be a critic!
Upload your video review to
Flipgrid.
Title:___________________

Play at least one round of Riffoff! (You can modify the rules
for less people)

